Sunday February 25th 2018
The Word of God
A Survey of the Bible – Part 6G
‘Your Descendants After You’
Study Questions

1). Read Daniel 9:24-26 – What are the very specific reasons for the 490 years
‘determined’ for Daniel’s people? How many of these things have been fulfilled
so far? When will they be fulfilled?

a). Moses’ meeting with God at the burning bush foreshadows a future
event, what is this event?

b). Make a list of all the things that must take place before this future
event can happen [Think carefully about when this future event will take
place].

c). What does Moses’ return to Egypt picture for us?

d). What do the 10 plagues in Egypt picture for us?
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e). Why are there 10 plagues, but only 7 seals on the scroll?

2). Read Exodus 4:1 – What question does Moses ask and what response does
the Lord make to his question?

a). Why are there 3 signs and what do each of them picture for us?

b). Taken together, what is God showing Israel through these signs?

c). What is the first mention principle established through God giving
signs to Moses?

d). What happens when Moses performs the signs in the sight of the
Children of Israel and what does this picture for us that will take place in the
future?

e). How was this same event pictured for us in the life of Joseph?
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f). How is this same event described in Zechariah 12:10? And where is
this verse referenced in the Gospels?

3). Read Exodus 4:19-23 – What is significant about v22?

a). A Type and antitype –

TYPE

Whose Firstborn
son?

ANTITYPE

Egypt

b). Read Exodus 4:23 again – God’s declaration in this verse takes us
beyond the death of Pharaoh’s first male child – What else does this picture
and which scriptures did we look at in connection with this?

c). Read Exodus 11:4-7 – what connection is there between these verses
and the 10 plagues?
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d). How did the Lord make a difference between the Egyptians and the
Children of Israel and which verses show this?

e). Where did we see the foundational types for this?

f). Read Exodus 12:3-7 + 13 – Who died the night of Passover and how
would we know?

Any final thoughts?
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